We investigate the thermoelastic properties of close-packed phases of iron at pressures up to 400 GPa and temperature to 6000 K using a tight-binding total-energy method and the cell model of the vibrational partition function. The calculated properties are in good agreement with available static and shock-wave experimental measurements. The compressional behavior of a number of thermoelastic parameters is found to resemble that of a prototypical oxide ͑MgO͒ supporting some aspects of universal behavior at high compression: the product of thermal expansivity ␣ and bulk modulus is found to be nearly independent of compression at high pressure and the logarithmic volume derivative of ␣ is found to decrease with compression. In contrast to the behavior of MgO, ␣K T and ␦ T of iron are found to depend strongly on temperature due to contributions from the thermal excitation of electrons. Significant decrease of the elastic constants of hcp iron with temperature was found.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the properties of transition metals at high pressures and temperatures is a central problem of high pressure physics. Our relatively poor understanding of transition metals in these conditions contrasts with that of the simple oxides, where substantial progress has been made in recent years. [1] [2] [3] Experimental and theoretical investigation of simple oxides and silicates has revealed nearly universal behavior of a number of thermoelastic parameters at high temperatures and pressures. The product ␣K T appears to be nearly independent of pressure and temperature for large compressions, and temperatures above the Debye temperature. Here we investigate whether similar universal behavior exists in transition metals. We apply an accurate tightbinding model to the investigation of the high pressure and temperature thermoelastic properties of iron and compare its properties with those of a simple oxide ͑MgO͒. We examine electronic and vibrational contributions to the thermal equation of state, and compare the thermoelastic behavior of Fe and MgO under high pressure and temperature conditions. The most important sources of experimental information on the thermal properties and subsolidus phase diagram of iron at high pressures and temperatures are shock-wave experiments, 4 and static compression in the diamond anvil cell. [5] [6] [7] The highest pressure and temperature data are from dynamic shock experiments. However, the measurements of temperature in shock experiments are extremely difficult for nontransparent materials like iron. The results of different groups ͑Refs. 4, 8, and 9͒ on the Hugoniot temperature at a given pressure differ by more than a thousand degrees. Theoretical calculations of thermal properties can help to resolve this issue but have so far been limited to simplified ͑e.g., pair potential͒ models of interatomic interactions, which contain substantial uncertainties. 10 First-principles band structure calculations show that density functional theory in the generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ yields a good description of the static equation of state and the low temperature phase diagram of iron. 11 The study of high temperature properties, however, is not feasible with the linearized augmented plane wave ͑LAPW͒ method used in this study. Simplified models of the electronic structure, in the form of low order moment approximations to the density of states, or effective potentials, are unlikely to be successful for predicting the high temperature properties of transition metals due to the complicated many-body nature of the interactions. For this reason, only a few molecular dynamics studies have addressed the thermodynamics of iron. 10, 12, 13 Here, we use a different approach to the study of transition metals at high pressures and temperatures. We combine an accurate tight-binding total-energy ͑TBTE͒ method with the cell model of the vibrational partition function. The TBTE method is grounded in accurate first-principles calculations-the parameters of the model are fitted to LAPW band structures and equations of state of nonmagnetic bcc, fcc, and hcp phases of iron over a wide range of volumes ͑40-90 bohr/atom͒. It has been previously shown that the TBTE model precisely reproduces LAPW results for Fe and accurately predicts equations of state, phase stabilities, elastic constants, and phonon dispersion curves of a number of transition metals. 14, 15 The TBTE model is nonorthogonal, and does not include pair potential or other structurally dependent non-band-structure terms. The parametrization is not performed in terms of coordination shells, since coordination shells are poorly defined in liquids and high temperature solids, rather the interactions decay smoothly with distance and vanish at 16.5 bohr. The tight-binding model is thousands of times more efficient computationally than LAPW calculations.
The cell model 16 -18 ͑also known as the particle in a cell method͒ is a mean field approximation to the thermal contribution to the Helmholtz free energy of crystalline phases. Each atom is confined to the Weigner-Seitz cell formed by its nearest neighbors. 16 Interatomic correlations and diffusion are ignored, so that the translational degrees of freedom of the atoms are separable. The partition function is then written in terms of a three-dimensional integral over the position of a single atom. Although interatomic correlations are neglected, the cell model includes anharmonic terms which are ignored in quasiharmonic lattice dynamics and which are likely important for temperatures which are a substantial fraction of the melting temperature. The cell model as applied here is a classical method for the vibrational degrees of freedom, and is applicable at temperatures above the Debye temperature where vibrational states are essentially fully populated, and below the melting temperature where collective motions and diffusion become important. The cell model has been demonstrated to match successfully the thermodynamic properties of the fcc Lennard-Jones crystal 17 and sodium chloride 18 calculated from Monte Carlo simulations. Moreover, the cell model permits very efficient computation of thermal properties as compared, for instance, with molecular dynamics simulations. This allows us to investigate a wide range of thermoelastic parameters, including high order derivatives of the free energy, over the entire range of pressures and temperatures relevant to the earth and to high pressure experiments.
II. TIGHT-BINDING TOTAL-ENERGY MODEL
The TBTE model used 14 is based on a two-center, nonorthogonal Slater-Koster formulation. This TBTE model is different from previous models in that the total energy is given by the eigenvalue sum and there are no pair potentials or other structure-dependent terms. This avoids the ambiguity by choice of energy zeros for different band structures, as discussed by Cohen et al. 14 The hopping Hamiltonian and overlap tight-binding interaction parameters between s, p, and d orbitals ͑like ss, sp, etc.͒ are assumed to have the form
where r is the interatomic distance, and f (r)ϭ͕1 ϩexp͓(rϪr 0 )/l ͔͖ Ϫ1 is a cutoff function with parameters r 0 ϭ16.5 bohr and l ϭ0.5 bohr. The P i represent 20 parameters, ten each for the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices. The interactions are relatively long range, extending to more than three times the nearest-neighbor distance. This feature contrasts significantly with many conventional TB models which include only the nearest-neighbor interactions. 19 The onsite terms D lk of the Hamiltonian matrix ͑the index lϭs, p, and d labels orbitals, and k labels atoms͒ are assumed to vary as a function of local ''density'' around each atom, k , defined as
according to a finite strain polynomial
Altogether, there are 73 fit parameters a i , b i , c i , d, e l , g l , h l , and i l for a monoatomic substance. The parameters are determined by fitting to more than 4000 weighted input data consisting of the total energy and band structures of nonmagnetic bcc, fcc, and hcp iron over a more than twofold range of volumes as well as a set of tetragonal strained structures between fcc and bcc at two volumes. 14 The TBTE model used here is nonmagnetic. The reason for this is that the LAPW calculations demonstrate that local magnetic moments for fcc and hcp phases vanish for all nonnegative pressures, 20, 21 and the magnetic effects are known to become unimportant at high pressure.
Since occupied and unoccupied states ͑up to 1 Ry above the static Fermi energy͒ were included in the fit, the method is appropriate to high temperature calculations where thermal excitations of electrons are important.
14 The total energy at finite temperature T for the case of the TBTE model is given as the sum over the eigenvalues of the ideal lattice ⑀ i :
͑4͒
where
is the Fermi-Dirac occupation number, is the chemical potential, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and the eigenvalues ⑀ i are assumed to be independent of temperature at constant lattice and nuclear positions. The sum is over all energy levels. The factor 2 is due to the spin degeneracy. The chemical potential is determined from the particle conservation equation
where N el ϭ8N is the total number of electrons in the system and N is the number of atoms.
III. CALCULATION OF THERMAL PROPERTIES
The Helmholtz free energy of the system can be written as
where E 0 (V) is the zero-temperature energy, E el (V,T) is the contribution due to thermal electronic excitations, S el (V,T) is the electronic entropy, and F vib (V,T) is the phonon contribution to the free energy. To evaluate the first three terms on the right-hand side we assume that the existence of the lattice vibrations does not affect E el and S el and calculate these terms for the ideal lattice. The corresponding thermal properties of interest are then found from the appropriate thermodynamic expressions involving volume and temperature derivatives of F(V,T). Whenever practical, these derivatives are evaluated analytically. The computational details of the electronic contribution to F are given in the next section. The phonon contribution to the free energy and other thermodynamic properties are treated with the cell model and are discussed in the succeeding section. 
A. Electronic thermodynamics
The electronic entropy S el is given by
This expression is valid for the entropy of a Fermi gas of ͑not necessarily free͒ particles. 23 E band (V,T) and S el (V,T) were calculated using primitive unit cells and the Monkhorst-Pack 16ϫ16ϫ16 mesh of special k points for the Brillouin zone integration, 24 yielding 408 and 240 k points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone for fcc and hcp lattices, respectively. Tests showed that this mesh size is sufficient to reach convergence of the energy to within 0.1 mRy and of electronic entropy to within 0.003k B /atom.
The method for calculating the electronic entropy and energy is based on the assumption that the eigenvalues are temperature independent-only the occupation numbers depend on temperature, through the Fermi-Dirac distribution. We verify the validity of this approximation by comparing to self-consistent high temperature LAPW calculations. The Mermin theorem 25 generalizes the Hohenberg-Kohn density functional theory ͑DFT͒ to finite temperatures: the expression for the charge density is modified to include occupation numbers according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Possible explicit temperature dependence of the exchange-correlation energy is ignored. Following McMahan and Ross, 22 we estimated the difference in the electronic contribution to thermodynamic properties calculated self-consistently from LAPW calculations at high temperature and those based on static eigenvalues. The self-consistent LAPW calculations with the GGA approximation for the exchange-correlation functional 26 were performed on hcp iron for volumes ranging from 40 to 90 bohr 3 /atom at temperatures Tϭ6000 K and 9000 K. The Brillouin zone integration was carried out using the same 16ϫ16ϫ16 mesh of special k points as for the TB calculation. The electronic entropy was then calculated from the eigenvalues and chemical potential according to Eq. ͑8͒. The comparison of calculated S el is given in Fig. 1 . As one can see from Fig. 1 , the agreement between self-consistent LAPW calculations and TBTE calculations based on static eigenvalues is within 1%. We therefore confirm that this approximation is justified not only for iodine, 22 but also for a transition metal. Therefore the TBTE model fitted to static band structures can be used to describe the electronic thermodynamics of the system with the required accuracy.
The electronic heat capacity C V el ϭ(‫ץ‬E band /‫ץ‬T) V is found by differentiating ͑4͒ with respect to temperature:
The temperature derivative of is determined by differentiating the conservation equation ͑6͒:
͑10͒
This is then substituted in Eq. ͑9͒. The volume derivatives of the first three, nonvibrational, terms of the Helmholtz free energy ͑7͒ ͑denoted here as F NV ) were calculated using symmetric finite differences for Ϫ‫ץ‬F/‫ץ‬V or alternatively by fitting the Birch-Murnaghan equation 27 to the F NV (V) isotherms and then differentiating the fit. Both methods agree within 0.3 GPa.
B. Vibrational contributions
Despite recent progress in the development of order-N methods for electronic structure calculations, 19 TB molecular dynamics ͑TBMD͒ calculations of transition metals remain computationally very intensive. This stems from the fact that nine orbitals per atom have to be considered rather than four for s-p materials, and due to the long-range nature of the interactions in metals. In contrast, the computational burden of the cell model calculations is significantly less. At high temperatures the cell model becomes highly accurate. It includes on-site anharmonicity and neglects only defects, diffusion processes, and interatomic correlations. The cell model approximation yields a fairly accurate description of the equation of state of solid argon ͑represented with the Lennard-Jones model͒. 17 It was also reasonably successful in describing the thermal expansivity and bulk modulus of an alkali halide crystal. 18 Considering the computational limitations of TBMD for transition metals, we also believe that the cell model calculations may yield better estimates of the thermoelastic properties than averaging over necessarily short phase trajectories. Moreover, the ⌫-point approximation to the Brillouin zone integrations, commonly used in TBMD, is questionable in a transition metal. Cell model calculations are a convenient tool to check the influence of this approximation and the effect of system size on the calculated thermal equation of state.
The cell model 16, 17 is an approximate way to evaluate the vibrational contribution F vib to the Helmholz free energy. The idea of the cell model is that the vibrational contribution to the partition function Z cell ϭexp(Ϫ␤F vib ) where ␤ϭ(k B T) Ϫ1 , is calculated by having one ''wanderer'' particle move in the potential field of an otherwise ideal, static lattice:
Electronic entropy of hcp iron ͑in units of R) from self-consistent high temperature LAPW calculations ͑symbols͒ and from the TBTE method assuming temperature-independent eigenvalues ͑lines͒.
where ϭh/(2mk B T) 1/2 is the de Broglie wavelength of the atoms, U 0 is the potential energy of the system with all atoms on ideal lattice sites, U(r) is the potential energy of the system with the wanderer atom displaced by the radius vector r from its equilibrium position, and N is the total number of atoms in the system. The integration is over the Wigner-Seitz cell ⌬, centered on the equilibrium position of the wanderer atom. Since the cell model treats vibrations classically, it is expected to be a good approximation for temperatures greater than the Debye temperature of the solid but lower than the melting temperature.
We performed careful convergence tests of the perturbation energy with respect to the size of the supercell and the number of k points used in the Brillouin zone integrations. In a cubic 32-atom fcc supercell with periodic boundary conditions, we displaced one atom towards its nearest-neighbor and calculated the energy as a function of the nearest neighbor distance ͑Fig. 2͒. The perturbation energy is the energy difference between the distorted and the ideal lattice. The electronic temperature for this calculation was Tϭ4000 K, and the volume Vϭ48 bohr 3 /atom. We found that a 4ϫ4ϫ4 k-point mesh ͑32 k points͒ was sufficient to accurately determine the energy of displacement in this supercell -denser meshes did not significantly alter the results. We investigate the effect of the size of the supercell by performing calculations in 32-, 64-and 128-atom supercells, using the ⌫ point only. The 64-and 128-atom supercells were formed by stacking two and four 32-atom cubic supercells together, respectively. In the 64-and 128-atom supercells two and four atoms were displaced, so that the geometrical configuration was the same in all cases. As one can see from Fig. 2 , for small supercells (NϽ100) the energy of displacement depends strongly on the size of the system when the Brilluoin zone is sampled at a single point. Agreement between the 128-atom ⌫ point-only calculation and the 32-atom supercell with k points (4ϫ4ϫ4 mesh͒ calculation is excellent. Tests with even larger supercells ͑256 atoms͒ showed no significant change in the energy of displacement.
We therefore used ϳ100 atom supercells for our cell model calculations. Our results also imply that molecular dynamics calculations of transition metals which use only the ⌫-point require at least ϳ100 atoms in the unit cell.
The cell model calculations were performed on supercells of Nϭ108 atoms for the fcc lattice and Nϭ128 atoms for the hcp lattice with periodic boundary conditions. The distance between the ''wanderer'' atom and its nearest image was greater than the cutoff radius of the TB model. Integration over the Wigner-Seitz cell was replaced by integration over the inscribed sphere of radius equal to half the nearestneighbor separation. We evaluate the effect of this spherical approximation by plotting the radial part of the integrand in Eq. ͑11͒, namely, r 2 exp͓Ϫ␤(UϪU 0 )͔, in Fig. 3 for two representative temperatures. As one can see from Fig. 3 , the integrands decay rapidly and are essentially zero at the radius of the inscribed sphere. Similar decay of the integrands was found for the case of NaCl. 18 The integration over the cell was therefore performed in spherical coordinates. The radial integration was performed using standard Gauss-Legendre quadrature. For the radial integration a 20-node quadrature was found to be sufficient for all properties, including the vibrational heat capacity C V lat , which we found to be most sensitive to the precision of integration.
To perform the integrations over the solid angle, we took advantage of the symmetry of the integrands. The integrands, being scalar functions, possess the point group symmetry of the lattice and the method of special directions 28 is appropriate. The numerical quadrature formulas are available for cubic lattices, 28 and we generalized this method for the hcp lattice ͑see the Appendix͒. The idea of this method is analogous to the Gauss-Legendre method in one dimension ͑1D͒. The integrand with the appropriate lattice symmetry is expanded in orthogonal lattice harmonics ͑cubic harmonics for the case of a cubic lattice͒. A quadrature formula ͑a set of directions and weights͒ for the solid angle integration ͐ 0 2 d͐ 0 sinf(,)d is constructed in such a way that it exactly integrates as many lattice harmonics as possible for the given number of directions.
The convergence of the integration with respect to the number of special directions for the solid angle integration and the number of nodes for the radial integration is demonstrated in Tables I-III 3 /atom͒ at temperatures Tϭ2000 K and Tϭ4000 K. Note the rapid decay of the integrand so that integration over the inscribed sphere is a good approximation to integration over the Wigner-Seitz cell.
formed with a two-directional quadrature formula for the fcc lattice 28 ͑exact up to the cubic harmonic with l max ϭ10) and a four-directional quadrature formula for the hcp lattice ͑ex-act up to the lattice harmonic C 7 3 ). The computational efficiency of the special directions method is over an order of magnitude better than that of straightforward 3D integration; e.g., that of Cowley et al., 18 who used triple nine-point Gauss-Hermite quadrature with 9 3 ϭ729 nodes. The thermodynamic quantities of interest for the case of the cell model are calculated as derivatives of F(V,T). Analytical derivatives were used in most cases. For the properties defined as temperature derivatives of F ͑e.g., lattice C V ) the expressions for the vibrational contribution have been given previously and are identical to those for systems interacting with pair potentials. 17 The vibrational contribution to pressure P vib is given by
where ⌶ is the virial of the system with the wanderer atom displaced by the radius vector r from its equilibrium position, and ⌶ 0 is the virial of the system with all atoms at their equilibrium positions. The virial is defined as the trace of the stress tensor. 29 This expression is obtained by differentiating F vib ϭϪk B TlnZ with Z given by Eq. ͑11͒. The calculation of the virial is discussed in detail below. Consider a periodic system with unit-cell volume V 0 and atoms at positions R i , and also the scaled system with atoms at aR i and volume Vϭa 3 V 0 . Then the derivative of an arbitrary function of the atomic positions, g(R), with respect to volume can be replaced by the derivative with respect to this scaling parameter :
TABLE II. Electronic entropy ͑in units of R͒ for the hcp phase calculated from self-consistent LAPW calculations at given temperature and from the TB fit to eigenvalues at Tϭ0 K considering energy levels as independent of temperature.
Self-consistent TB V ͑bohr 3 /atom͒ Tϭ6000 K Tϭ9000 K Tϭ6000 K Tϭ9000 K 40 Convergence of the total pressure with respect to k-point sampling for fcc iron at Tϭ4000 K (Nϭ108 atoms in the cubic supercell͒. The vibrational contribution to pressure only was determined using the specified mesh size and the supercell. The thermal pressure for ⌫-point ͑ k ϭ 0͒ calculation was determined from the virial, while for the 2ϫ2ϫ2 k-point mesh the virial was not calculated. The total pressure was therefore determined by fitting the finite strain polynomial to the calculated Helmholtz free energies as a function of volume along the isotherm and differentiating this polynomial with respect to volume. The error in pressure associated with this procedure is approximately 2 GPa. 
V

͑15͒
where U is the potential energy of the system. It is well known 30 that for a system with periodic boundary conditions the virial cannot be calculated as ⌶ϭϪ͚ iϭ1 N F i R i , F i being the force on the atom labeled i at the radius vector R i . For the case of a system interacting via pair potentials V i j (r i j ) ͑15͒ yields the correct result:
For our TBTE method, the potential energy is given by E band ͑4͒, and the virial is
The result of the virial operator acting on the eigenvalues is evaluated by using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem
Here H and S are the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices, respectively, and ͉ i ͘ is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue ⑀ i . The derivatives of the matrix elements with respect to a are easily calculated because these are parametrized as analytical functions of the atomic coordinates
where A is an element of the Hamiltonian or overlap matrix. Using the perturbation matrices Ḣ ϭv H and Ṡ ϭv S we obtain
where we have used the fact that the eigenvectors are normalized such that ͗ i ͉S͉ i ͘ϭ1. For the case of a metal the Fermi level has a nonzero derivative with respect to the parameter a. It is determined by differentiating the conservation equation ͑6͒ with respect to this parameter:
The virial is then calculated by substituting Eq. ͑17͒ and Eq. ͑18͒ in Eq. ͑16͒, which yields
The vibrational contribution to ␣K T ϭ(‫ץ‬ P/‫ץ‬T) V was obtained by differentiating ͑12͒ analytically with respect to temperature. The electronic contribution was evaluated by differentiating the appropriate terms of ͑1͒ analytically with respect to temperature and numerically with respect to volume.
IV. THERMAL PROPERTIES
Two close-packed phases of iron were considered, namely, fcc and hcp. For the hcp structure the equilibrium value c/a was determined from the condition that it yields the minimum of F(c/a,Vϭconst,Tϭconst). Plotted in Fig.  4 is the calculated temperature dependence of the c/a ratio for hcp iron at a set of volumes. The experimental result at a pressure of ϳ21 GPa corresponds approximately to Vϭ65 bohr 3 /atom. As one can see from Fig. 4 , the calculations are consistent with the experimental result that the c/a ratio increases with temperature.
The volume-conserving strain associated with the change of c/a is described by the strain matrix ⑀ J ϭdiag͕e 1 ,e 1 ,(1ϩe 1 ) Ϫ2 Ϫ1͖. 31 The initial state is the hcp lattice with the equilibrium c/a ratio. ) . The temperature dependence of the calculated isothermal shear elastic constant C S is given in Fig. 5 . As one can see from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the substantial increase of the c/a ratio with temperature is associated with a softening of the corresponding elastic constant C S , and may be related to a high temperature mechanical instability.
The only source of information on the equation of state of iron at high compression and high temperatures is shockwave data. The pressures P H and temperatures T H on the Hugoniot were calculated for a set of volumes ranging from 48 bohr 3 /atom to 65 bohr 3 /atom by solving the RankinHugoniot equation:
For the zero-pressure energy E 0 and volume V 0 the LAPW results for the bcc phase were used. 11 The LAPW method correctly predicts the bcc-hcp phase transition at Pϭ11 GPa for Tϭ0 K. We considered the hcp phase for the Hugoniot calculation. For a given volume V, the temperature on the Hugoniot was varied until Eq. ͑24͒ is satisfied. The thirdorder Birch-Murnaghan equation 27 was then fitted to the calculated set of P H (V). Our approach does not invoke any empirical parameters and differs in this sense from that of Sherman and Jansen, 34 who used the Grüneisen parameter ␥ as an adjustable parameter to fit the experimental Hugoniot. We calculate the Hugoniot only for pressures greater than 13 GPa, the bcc-hcp transition pressure on the Hugoniot.
The agreement of the calculated Hugoniot with experimental data 4 is good ͑Fig. 6͒. The discrepancy at pressures above 200 GPa can be attributed to phase transitions observed experimentally:
4 a solid-solid phase transition to an unknown structure at Pϭ200 GPa and melting at Pϭ243 GPa. Figure 7 compares our calculated temperatures on the Hugoniot with previous model calculations 4 and experimental measurements. 8, 9 Our result is approximately 1000 K lower than that of Yoo et al. 8 but agrees well with the estimates of Brown and McQueen. 4 As mentioned above, experimental measurements of the Hugoniot temperatures disagree with each other. Excellent agreement between our calculations and the latest results of Gallagher and Ahrens 9 suggests that Yoo et al. 8 overestimate the Hugoniot temperature by approximately 1000 K.
The pressure at high temperatures can be written as
where P 0 (V) is the static pressure and P th (V,T) is the thermal pressure. According to the Mie-Grüneisen equation, the thermal pressure is given as
where E th is the thermal contribution to the internal energy, and the thermodynamic Grüneisen parameter is defined by As one can see from the definition of the thermal expansivity ␣ϭ(1/V)(‫ץ‬V/‫ץ‬T) P and the bulk modulus K T ϭϪV(‫ץ‬P/ ‫ץ‬V) T , the product ␣K T is the temperature derivative of the thermal pressure. Therefore P th (V,T)ϭ͐ 0 T ␣K T dT. The parameters defined above are widely used in high pressure research. The Grüneisen parameter ␥ϭV(‫ץ‬ P/‫ץ‬E) V along with total C V ͑vibrationalϩelectronic͒ is traditionally used to reduce shock compression data, for instance to transform between isotherms and Hugoniots. 4, 34 The temperature on the Hugoniot can be evaluated in the absence of phase transitions by integrating the thermodynamic equation
along the Hugoniot. 4 It is of interest to evaluate the validity and limitations of several assumptions often made in high P,T thermodynamic calculations: ͑1͒ independence of the parameter ␣K T ϭ(‫ץ‬ P/‫ץ‬T) V on temperature and compression, and ͑2͒ power law dependence of the Grüneisen parameter on compression, ␥ϭ␥ 0 (V/V 0 )
q . The parameter ␣K T , the product of two experimentally measurable quantities, is often used in high pressure calculations to transform from ( P,T) to (V,T) space. 3 Considering the lack of experimental data, it is desirable to find a parameter that remains approximately constant over a wide range of pressure and/or temperature. The ␣K T parameter was argued 3 to be such a universal temperature-and pressure-independent parameter for compressions V/V 0 Ͻ0.7 and temperatures above the Debye temperature of the solid. We expect the cell model to provide an excellent test of these assumptions for iron-from the methodological point of view, the errors introduced by the cell model approximation in ␣ and K T are correlated 18 in the sense that if one quantity is underestimated, the other one is overestimated. Therefore the product is expected to be estimated quite accurately. For the case of a metal, there are vibrational and electronic contributions. In order to highlight the contribution from the electrons in the conduction band, we compare the results for iron to those for a simple oxide, MgO, which contains no electronic contribution.
Plotted in Fig. 8 is the ␣K T parameter for iron calculated in this study along with that for MgO taken from Ref. 1 . The calculated ␣K T ͓Figs. 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͔͒ can be considered approximately independent of compression at high compressions but depends on temperature. For instance, at Vϭ60 bohr 3 /atom, ␣K T increases by approximately 40% from Tϭ1000 K to Tϭ6000 K. The temperature dependence ␣K T is much stronger than and of the opposite sense to that found for MgO. As one can see from Fig. 8 , the calculated vibrational contribution to ␣K T decreases with temperature for both Fe and MgO due to anharmonic contributions ͑Ref. 32, p. 232͒. However, for iron this decrease is more than compensated by the electronic contribution. As one can see from Fig. 8͑c͒ , the electronic contribution to ␣K T increases nearly linearly with temperature. This behavior at low temperatures has been observed in other metals at low temperature ͑Ref. 32, p. 288͒. For the free electron gas, ␣K T also depends linearly on temperature. 35 Therefore the electronic contribution is primarily responsible for the temperature dependence of ␣K T for iron ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒. In our cell model calculations above the Debye temperature we found C V lat to increase with temperature. Nevertheless, we found that the Dulong-Petit value, C V lat ϭ3R, is a reasonable approximation especially at high pressure, and may be suitable for the analysis of Hugoniot data. For instance, at Tϭ4000 K C V lat ϭ3.12R and 3.18R at Vϭ48 and 55 bohr 3 /atom, respectively. The calculated electronic heat capacity ͑Fig. 9͒ for fcc iron has a linear temperature dependence at low temperatures. This result is expected from the Sommerfeld expansion, which yields: 35 FIG. 8. Calculated temperature derivative of the pressure, ␣K T , as a function of reduced volume ͑a͒ and as a function of temperature ͑b͒ of iron and MgO. The electronic contribution to ␣K T in iron is plotted separately in ͑c͒. Note that the total ␣K T is approximately independent of compression between Vϭ48 and Vϭ60 bohr 3 /atom, but its temperature dependence cannot be ignored even above the Debye temperature.
where g(⑀ F ) is the density of states on the Fermi level at Tϭ0 K. C V el at low temperatures can be written in a form similar to that for the free electron gas:
where m* is the effective electron mass for thermal properties, which accounts for the high density of states at the Fermi level in transition metals compared with the free electron gas, and n is the charge density. 35 The effective mass is proportional to the density of states at the Fermi level:
The calculated slope ⌫ of the linear portion of C V el ϭ⌫T at different volumes for the fcc phase is given in Table IV . It is compared to the free electron gas value, the ratio of these being the effective mass. The effective mass increases with volume, and at the zero-pressure density it approaches the experimentally observed value of m*ϳ8.
The Sommerfeld expansion with two terms ͑30͒ ceases to be valid for iron at temperatures greater than around 4000 K. This is due to the existence of peaks in the density of states g(⑀) near the Fermi level; therefore the higher order derivatives of ⑀g(⑀) are substantial. The temperature dependence of the electronic heat capacity deviates from linearity, and tends to level off at high T. At high temperatures it is comparable to the lattice value ϳ3R. It has to be considered, therefore, when reducing shock-wave results. Our calculations of C V el agree with those of Bonnes and Brown, 36 who used the linear muffin tin orbital ͑LMTO͒ method in the atomic sphere approximation.
The Grüneisen parameter was calculated from its thermodynamic definition ␥ϭ(␣K T )V/C V . In the case of the cell model, it is easy to separate the vibrational or lattice contribution, ␥ lat , and the electronic contribution, ␥ el . The total Grüneisen parameter is then given by
The lattice contribution is given separately in Fig. 10͑a͒ , and the total Grüneisen parameter in 10͑b͒. Both calculated ␥ lat and ␥ for iron increase significantly with volume. This increase is much more pronounced for iron than for MgO. 1 The temperature dependence of ␥ lat is relatively weak. The lattice contribution dominates the total Grüneisen parameter at high compressions. The volume dependence of ␥ can be described approximately by a power law for compressions of interest for the shock-wave experiments. Plotted in Fig. 10͑c͒ is the parameter qϵ(‫ץ‬ ln␥/‫ץ‬ lnV) T . As one can see from Fig.  10͑c͒ , it is not constant and a fit with constant q can be valid only over a limited region of volumes. Assuming a constant q gives only a moderate degree of accuracy; we found qϭ1.1. A qualitatively similar volume dependence of q to that shown in Fig. 10͑c͒ was found for model monatomic cubic lattices interacting via a variety of central-force potentials, 37 and in ab initio calculations of MgO. q . The agreement between our calculated Grüneisen parameter and the results of shock compression experiments is good.
There are three well-known approximate ways to calculate the Grüeneisen parameter for a monoatomic solid, and we compare our cell model calculations to these approximate formulas. It is worth emphasizing, however, that the derivation of these expressions relies on assumptions that are not exactly satisfied in the case of our calculations. One can therefore expect only qualitative agreement with more accurate calculations. Even for a model fcc crystal interacting with pair potentials, no quantitative agreement was found between these approximate expressions and the results of a computer simulation. 10 The three expressions can be combined in one using an integer parameter l to label the different expressions:
The Slater approximation (lϭ0) considers the material as an elastic medium ͑Debye model͒ and ignores the volume dependence of Poisson's ratio. It yields ␥ϭKЈ/2Ϫ1/6, where KЈϭ(‫ץ‬K T ‫ץ/‬ P) T calculated at pressure P. The expression due to Dugdale and MacDonald (lϭ1) follows from the assumption that in a cubic crystal all the force constants have the same volume dependence. The expression for the free volume theory (lϭ2), in which the vibrations of atoms are considered in the spherically symmetric field of the neighbors, is exact for pairwise interactions between nearest neighbors only. 37 We evaluated ␥ for all the expressions using fourth-order Birch-Murnaghan fits to the static isotherms ͑Fig. 11͒. The expression by Slater (lϭ0) agrees best with our calculations. Still the discrepancy is substantial, especially at low compressions. Brown and McQueen 4 assumed ␥Vϭconst. They estimated ␥ 0 to range from 1.7 to 2.5 at V 0 ϭ79.73 bohr 3 /atom. However, the value of ␥ at low compressions is not well constrained from shock compression measurements. This is because at low compressions the thermal pressure on the Hugoniot is small, and a substantial change in ␥ is not noticeable.
The thermal expansivity ␣ϭ1/V(‫ץ‬V/‫ץ‬T) P at extreme pressures and temperatures is of interest since it is necessary to transform from static isotherms to high temperature isotherms. Experimental measurements of ␣ at these conditions are difficult and have significant uncertainties. 39, 40 The experimental technique is based on x-ray diffraction measurements of the temperature dependence of volume for a given pressure. We calculate the thermal expansivity from two isotherms at Tϩ⌬T, TϪ⌬T. A separate third order BirchMurnaghan equation was fitted to each isotherm, from which V(Tϩ⌬T) and V(TϪ⌬T) at a given pressure were determined. The thermal expansivity is then given by ␣ϭ(1/2⌬T)ln͓V(Tϩ⌬T)/V(TϪ⌬T)͔ at constant pressure. This expression is exact if the temperature dependence of ␣ can be described by ␣(T)ϭ␣ 0 ϩ␣ 1 Tϩ␣ 2 T 2 for the interval ͓TϪ⌬T,Tϩ⌬T͔. Numerical tests with ⌬Tϭ25, 50, and 100 K demonstrated convergence of the calculated ␣ with respect to ⌬T. The values of ␣ calculated this way are consistent with those from the thermodynamic identity ␣ϭ(‫ץ‬ P/‫ץ‬T) V /K T . Being a high order derivative of the Helmholtz free energy, ␣(T) for the hcp phase was found to be sensitive to the temperature variation of the c/a ratio. We therefore used the equilibrium values of the c/a ratio for each temperature of interest.
The calculated thermal expansivity ͑Fig. 12͒ reproduces all known features: it decreases sharply with pressure and increases with temperature. Some care must be taken in comparing with experimental results. The results of Boehler and co-workers 39, 40 are reported not as thermal expansivities, but as values of ␣ averaged over the experimental temperature range ͑300 K to 2000 K͒: ␣ (T)ϭ͓V(T ϭ2000 K)/V(300 K)Ϫ1͔/(TϪ300 K͒. Because ␣ depends strongly on temperature, ␣ (T) is expected to differ significantly from ␣(T). In order to compare the experimental results to our computations directly, we estimate experimental values of ␣(T) using finite differences over approximately 200 K temperature intervals from the data of Refs. 39 and 40. Though scattered due to the uncertainty in the measured volumes, these results give a better idea of the actual thermal expansivities than do the averaged expansivities. For the hcp phase, we find good agreement of the calculated ␣ with the measurements at Tϭ715 K. 41 However, the calculated thermal expansivity of the fcc phase at Tϭ2000 K decreases less sharply with pressure than do the experimental estimates. 39 In order to describe the volume dependence of the thermal expansivity, we used the Anderson-Grüneisen parameter ␦ T ϭ(‫ץ‬ ln␣/‫ץ‬ lnV) T . The pressure dependence of this parameter is given in Fig. 12͑b͒ . The figure shows that fcc and hcp phases have similar values of ␦ T , although the decrease of this parameter with pressure is less pronounced in hcp than in fcc. For both phases of iron the decrease of ␦ T with pressure is much slower than that found for MgO from molecular dynamics simulations 1 and lattice dynamics results. 2 We find that the pressure dependence of our calculated ␣ can be reasonably approximated ͑to within 5%͒ by constant values of ␦ T ϭ5.2 and 5.0 for fcc and hcp phases, respectively. An experimental estimate, ␦ T ϭ 6.5 Ϯ 0.5 for the fcc phase was obtained from the pressure dependence of ␣ (T) for temperatures ranging from 1000 K to 2000 K. 39 For the fcc phase and the same range of pressure ͑up to 16.8 GPa͒, we find smaller values: ␦ T ϭ5.7 at Tϭ1000 K and ␦ T ϭ5.8 at Tϭ2000 K ͓Fig. 12͑b͔͒. Some of the discrepancy between calculated and experimental values of ␦ T can be attributed to the fact that the experimental estimate is based on ␣ , rather than ␣. Over the experimental pressure range, experimental and computed values of ␣(T) agree to within 20% for fcc and within 10% for hcp.
Jeanloz 38 estimated the thermal expansivity on the Hugoniot from analysis of shock compression data for initially porous and nonporous samples. The comparison to his results is given in Fig. 12͑a͒ . Another experimental estimate for the averaged thermal expansivity ␣ ϭln(V T /V 300 )/ (TϪ300) from shock compression measurements 42 exists for Pϭ202 GPa, Tϭ5200 K, and ␣ ϭ(9.1Ϯ2.0)ϫ10 Ϫ6 K Ϫ1 . The calculated ␣ at these ( P,T) is 1.31ϫ10 Ϫ5 K Ϫ1 , and the averaged ␣ ϭ1.00ϫ10 Ϫ5 K Ϫ1 . The latter calculation was done using exactly the same procedure as in the experimental work, 42 and agrees within experimental error bars.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We used a combination of the cell model 17, 18 and a tightbinding total-energy method 14 to calculate the thermodynamic properties of iron at high pressures and temperatures. The electronic thermodynamic properties of the TBTE model, such as electronic entropy, are in excellent agreement with those calculated self-consistently. The cell model becomes sufficiently accurate at high pressures and temperatures. Therefore it is a useful tool to evaluate the thermodynamic properties at high temperatures and pressures. The cell model calculations are extremely computationally affordable as opposed to molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo calculations. We presented a procedure to carry out the threedimensional integrations that makes use of the point group symmetry of the lattice and reduces the required number of computations by an order of magnitude relative to dense sampling of three-dimensional grids. An expression for the virial in the TBTE method was derived that is appropriate for cell model or molecular dynamics calculations.
This approximate procedure has proved to be successful in reproducing the most reliable experimental data-the Hugoniot. Our calculations suggest that the measurements by Yoo et al. 8 probably overestimate the temperature on the Hugoniot by ϳ1000 K. The ␣K T parameter was found to be approximately independent of compression for molar volumes ranging from 48 to 60 bohr 3 /atom. Its temperature dependence is, however, significant and cannot be ignored. The main reason for this temperature dependence is the electronic contribution to thermal pressure. The vibrational contribution to ␣K T decreases slightly with temperature. The electronic contribution to ␣K T increases linearly with temperature, as expected for crystalline metals. The Grüneisen parameter for compressions of interest to shock-wave measurements was found to have relatively weak temperature dependence. It increases significantly with volume, and therefore the thermal pressure also increases with volume. The second Grüneisen parameter q increases with volume, and therefore the power law ␥ϭ␥ 0 (V/V 0 ) q can be used only as an empirical fit for a small range of compressions. The thermal expansivity was found to decrease rapidly with pressure. We found that the Anderson-Grüneisen parameter ␦ T decreases significantly with compression.
However, the volume dependence is much smaller that that of MgO; for iron, the assumption that ␦ T is independent of compression is sufficient to describe the volume dependence of ␣ to within a few percent.
The combination of an accurate TBTE model 14 with the cell model approximation has proved successful in describing the thermodynamic properties of iron at high pressure and temperature conditions. We verified the results of our calculations by comparison to the available experimental data and also made some predictions. For instance, we predict a significant decrease of the shear elastic constant of the hcp iron with temperature. Good agreement of the calculated properties with the experimental results suggests that the cell model approximation and the usage of the TBTE model for thermodynamic calculations are justified to a large extent for the ( P,T) region of interest in this study. Therefore the TBTE model can be used with a slight modification for molecular dynamics simulations of liquid phases of iron at high temperature.
One-dimensional quadrature formula in cos
The lattice harmonics C 2 0 , C 4 0 , C 6 0 , . . . , C 2k 0 , . . . are proportional to an even Legendre polynomial P 2k (cos). Therefore the appropriate quadrature formula for integrating in cos from Ϫ1 to 1 is obviously the Gauss-Legendre quadrature. It is well known that it has nodes located symmetrically around zero with equal weights for a pair of nodes located at t and Ϫt. Since an even function needs to be integrated, we took n positive nodes with the corresponding weights from the Gauss-Legendre quadrature of order 2n . Therefore with a one-dimensional quadrature with n nodes one can eliminate lattice harmonics C 2k 0 up to 2kр4n Ϫ1.
One-dimensional quadrature formula in x‫3؍‬
The quadrature for trigonometric polynomials in x,  g(x)ϭ1,cosx,sinx,cos2x,sin2x ͪ . ͑A8͒
The power of this formula is mϪ1, i.e., it is exact up to cos(mϪ1)x and sin(mϪ1)x. Since we do not have sines in our polynomial, the quadrature formula transforms into
The latter formula with n nodes in x is exact for even trygonometric polynomials up to degree 2nϪ1 and has equal weights 1/n. Therefore the one-dimensional quadrature in 3 eliminates lattice harmonics C l m up to mр3(2n Ϫ1).
Example of the construction of the quadrature formula
As an example, the construction of the four-directional formula for hcp is explained in detail below. It is constructed using two nodes in cos and two nodes in . Let cos 1 The lattice harmonics C 2 0 , C 4 0 , and C 6 0 do not depend on and are just Legendre polynomials in cos; therefore Eq. ͑A5͒ is satisfied for them. As for the rest of the harmonics, they all contain cos(3) or cos(6) as a multiplier. Therefore the four-directional quadrature formula is exact for seven nonconstant lattice harmonics up to C 7 3 . The six-directional formula is constructed using three positive roots of P 6 for cos and the same two nodes of and is exact for 15 harmonics up to C 11 9 . The described procedure is general and can be carried on to construct the quadrature formulas of the desired precision.
